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BRIEF SUMMARY: This study examined the association between individual mental health symptoms and

reintegration difficulty for military couples (N = 555) over eight consecutive months. Couples include both an
at-home partner and a service member returning from a deployment. Relationship processes (i.e., reunion
uncertainty and interference from a partner) were examined as a contributing factor linking mental health and
reintegration difficulty. Relationship processes examined include reunion uncertainty (i.e., uncertainty about
negotiating the transition from deployment to reintegration) and interference from a partner (i.e., interference
in daily routines/tasks). Although the results suggest that the association between these factors were
complex, results indicated that mental health symptoms were associated with reintegration difficulties
through relationship processes.

KEY FINDINGS

— At-home partners generally reported more mental health symptoms, reunion uncertainty, and
reintegration difficulty compared to returning service members.
— When an individual reported more reunion uncertainty, their partner typically reported greater
reintegration difficulty at the first data collection occasion.
— Service members and at-home partners who reported high levels of mental health symptoms,
reunion uncertainty, and reintegration interference also reported high levels of reintegration difficulty
during the first month of homecoming.
— For both partners, uncertainty and interference explained the relationship between depression and
higher initial reintegration challenges. For only the at-home partner, uncertainty and interference
explained the relationship between posttraumatic stress and higher initial reintegration challenges.
— Service members with higher rates of anxiety and posttraumatic stress and at-home partners with
higher rates of depressive symptoms showed steeper declines in reintegration challenges over time
compared to those with lower rates of these symptoms.
— The connection between certain mental health indicators (i.e., depression and posttraumatic stress
symptoms) and reintegration difficulty at the first measurement occasion following reintegration
was explained by relationship processes.

IMPLICATIONS FOR FAMILIES

— Military couples may ease the difficulties of reintegration by discussing potential areas of uncertainty
before reintegration.
— Developing a plan for how to navigate everyday life (e.g., household chores, sexual intimacy) and
setting expectations together during reintegration could help foster a smooth transition.

IMPLICATIONS FOR HELPING PROFESSIONALS

— It may be helpful to work with both partners to address reintegration challenges.
— Provide interventions to military couples that assist them in discussing everyday issues (e.g., childcare,
household chores).

IMPLICATIONS FOR POLICY MAKERS AND MILITARY LEADERSHIP

— Continued advocacy is needed to create programs and resources that take into account the entire
military family unit.
— Clearly communicate common challenges for couples during reintegration (e.g., getting to know one
another again) both before deployment and after reintegration.
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S AMPLE C HARAC T ERIST IC S
555 military couples (n=554 men; n = 556 women; 554 cross-sex and 1 same sex ); 95% were married
Most at-home partners were women (99%) and most service members were men (99%)
40% Army, 21% Navy, 18% Marine Corps, 10% Air Force, 10% National Guard and 1% Coast Guard

METHODOLOGY

— Recruitment was performed by distributing announcements through military helping professionals, installation
newspapers, and social media.
— Couples completed online surveys within seven days after reunion and for 7 months following. Retention was
high between Wave 1 and Wave 8 (88%).
— Data were collected from both partners on demographic characteristics as well as mental health symptoms
(i.e., anxiety, depression, and PTSD), and the relationship processes of uncertainty and interference, and
reintegration challenges (e.g., problems getting to know partner again).
— The first half of the participating couples completed different measures for anxiety and depression than the
second half of the couples. Using a method of standardization, these scales were rescaled to create measures of
anxiety and depression that could be used for all couples.
— Numerous covariates were included in the analysis capturing individual (e.g., race), methodological (e.g., length
of time since reunion at study baseline), relationship (e.g., prior marriage), and military (e.g., branch) characteristics.
— Unconditional and conditional dyadic growth curve models were used to analyze the relationships between the
variables capturing change over time in reintegration difficulty. Bootstrapping was used to calculate indirect
(mediating) effects.

STRENGTHS

— Participants were recruited from a variety of states and military backgrounds, which helps to enhance the
generalizability of the study findings to the larger U.S. military population.
— This study was well informed by theory (Relational Turbulence Model) and identified factors beyond mental
health symptoms that were found to be important to understanding military couple outcomes post-deployment.
— Well-trained clinical specialists administered interviews and underwent training as well as regular reliability
meetings. Their training increased the chances that participants were properly diagnosed and that results
showing differences between those with differing diagnoses were accurate.

LIMITATIONS

— Though attrition was relatively low over the study period, limited information was provided about differences
between the couples who remained in the study compared to those who dropped out. There could have been
meaningful differences in these groups of people that could have contribute to the findings.
— The study could not account for pre-established relational or mental health difficulties because data were not
collected prior to reunion.
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